Water Glass
Crystal-clear clarity showcases
each drink to enhance your
presentation, adding
sophistication to any table setting.
heat-treating process that makes
glassware more resistant to both
thermal and mechanical shock.
Features a unique paneled design
Ideal for restaurants, bars, hotels,
and lounges
Crystal-clear clarity enhances
presentation
Great for serving signature cocktails
Includes a thick sham for increased
stability
Perfectly balanced to rest on trays,
tabletops, and counters
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Water Glass
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Fiat Piate
This glass plate will accent your
table settings while adding a
contemporary feel to the dining
area at your restaurant, bistro,
or catered event. Plus, its upscale,
crystal-clear construction boasts
an ample rim to frame each dish
and allow for creative food
presentations.

Ideal for serving large entrees and
salads at restaurants, bistros, and
catered events
Adds a contemporary feel to tables
and dining areas
Ideal for restaurants, bars, hotels,
and lounges
Ample rim frames each dish
Upscale, crystal-clear construction
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Mason Jar
Mason Jars with Handles are a
Fun and Functional Way to
Serve Drinks ,With its rustic
county fair theme, these products
are great for stylishly serving your
guests refreshing lemonades,
iced teas, and sodas. Drinking
jar with handle can also be used
to serve root beer floats, sundaes,
and milkshakes. You can even take
your catered event, party, or
wedding to the next level by
transforming this glassware into a
unique centerpiece.

Rustic County Fair design
Smooth, comfortable handle
Great for serving cocktails, beer,
lemonades, tea, and more
Versatile jar is great for storing utensils,
serving floats, and more
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Sherbet Glass
Featuring a durable, crystal clear
form, this glass is designed to
provide optimum clarity and
brilliance. The elegant tapered
bowl and unique textured design
create an eye-catching
presentation for sherbet, ice
cream sundaes, parfaits, and
other desserts. In addition, the
thick stem and wide foot provide
stability on tabletops and other
surfaces. No matter what you
serve, this elegant glass will add
aesthetic appeal to any dessert
presentation.

ICE CREAM CUP

Made of durable, crystal clear glass
Designed to provide optimum clarity
and brilliance
Thick stem and foot provides added
stability
Elegant tapered bowl
Perfect for serving decadent desserts
and side sauces
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Wine Glas
Designed with style and
functionality in mind, this glass
is durable with a sturdy stem. It's
an excellent choice for high-traffic
hotels, bars, catering services,
and banquet facilities where red
and white wines are served. Its
8.5 oz. capacity helps control
portions, and you can't go wrong
with its classic, elegant
appearance.

Perfect for serving white wines
Rounded body and slender yet sturdy stem
Ideal for restaurants, bars, hotels,
and lounges
Durable glass construction
Classic appearance suits any setting
Crystal clear clarity beautifully showcases
your beverages
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Banquet Goblet
This goblet is an elegant yet
durable addition to drink service
at any bar, restaurant, or catered
event. With its wide bowl and
tapered top, it's great for capturing
all of the wonderful flavors and
aromas of your tantalizing spirits
and craft beers.

Chip-resistant rim and foot
Thick stem creates bold styling
Great for water, iced tea, beer, and cognac
Excellent clarity shows off your vibrant
beverages
Perfectly balanced to rest on trays,
tabletops, and counters
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Cocktail Glass
This glass is perfect for serving
creative cocktails and classic
martinis. The clear glass
construction and smooth lines
create a sophisticated presentation.
With its thick, sturdy stem and
round base, this glass is perfectly
balanced to rest on tables and
counters. Its wide mouth and
smooth rim is great for garnishes
and picks for a festive look.

Made of durable, crystal clear glass
Designed to provide optimum clarity
and brilliance
Thick stem and foot provides added stability
Wide, triangular bowl creates an
eye-catching presentation
Perfect for serving cocktails and martinis
Adds elegance to any table setting
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Beer Classics
The conical design of this glass
maintains the head, while the
narrow shape enhances the
aroma and taste. Customers
will appreciate the difference
as you use the proper glass to
serve them a cool, refreshing beer.
Crystal-clear clarity and a slender
appearance enhance your
presentation to show off a beer's
color and carbonation. This glass
also offers everlasting brilliance,
improved breakage resistance,
and astonishing lightness for a
superior presentation.

Crystal clear construction showcases
craft beers
Exquisite Platinum Glass construction
Resists scratching, markings, and loss
of brilliance or change in color
Crystal-clear clarity enhances presentation
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Beer Classics
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Beer Glasses
It features thick, durable walls
and a heavy base to ensure
long-lasting performance at your
pub, sports bar, or restaurant.
Great for showcasing all of your
best brews on tap, your patrons
will love the novelty of this tall
mug as well as its large, 21 oz.
capacity.

Tall design
Thick, durable walls and base
Attractive paneled design
Perfect for showcasing all of your
draft beers
Great for bars, lounges, and restaurants
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Margarita Glass
A variant of the classic
champagne coupe, this style of
glass is traditionally used to serve
blended fruit margaritas, as well
as guacamole or shrimp cocktails.
It's ideal for a variety of creative
applications.

Thick glass construction with
exceptional clarity
Made to withstand daily commercial use
Easy to grasp
Wide bowl for easy sipping
Perfect for drinks or appetizer presentations
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haoxin-3@28ceramics.com
hosen-4@28ceramics.com
+86-020-39928600
+86 13430264477
www.28ceramics.com

Guangdong Hosen Two Eight Industrial Co.,Ltd
Office Add：F3-4, Shaxi International Hotel Articles City Guangzhou (Shaxi Village),China.
Factory Add：Ditou Industrial Zone,Fengxi District, Chaozhou CityChina.

